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OVERVIEW
ReTargeter is a full-service display advertising platform
specializing in retargeting and audience targeting for
agencies and brands.
Our proprietary platform allows us to reach whatever
audience is most important to your clients on whichever
channel is most relevant for them, and our experienced
account managers and ad operations specialists ensure
all campaigns achieve maximum performance.
All our solutions combine best-in-class technology with
a human touch.
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PLATFORM
Our cutting-edge technology stack offers display advertising solutions to meet any client need,
from premium branding to large-scale direct response. Here’s how:

1

Technology

Our easy-to-implement pixel and powerful media-buying
platform make real-time bidding simple and effective.
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Inventory
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We access over 400 billion impressions of display,
mobile and video inventory per month from the
leading ad networks and exchanges.
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Reach the right audiences by leveraging a broad
array of demographic, contextual, behavioral,
interest, and intent-based data.

Creative

We can serve standard, Flash, rich media,
mobile, and video ads. Our in-house creative
team can design static, Flash and rich media
creatives that get noticed, drive engagement,
and deliver results.

Targeting
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Account Management

Each of our agency partners has a dedicated
account manager who serves as the single point
of contact for all of their campaigns, and is
supported by both our account management
and ad operations teams.
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TECHNOLOGY: PIXEL
We provide you with a simple but powerful
pixel that can be placed on your clients’
sites or in emails. This simple pixel allows
your clients to build the right audiences
with ease.
Our pixel can be customized to include
revenue and/or customer ID tracking, and
we offer full tag management support,
including support for the following
providers:

We can build audiences based on...

Web Visits

Search

PIXEL

Social Engagement

Email Opens
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TECHNOLOGY: MEDIA-BUYING PLATFORM
Our powerful media-buying platform offers easy
access to all of the top ad exchanges, all within
a single interface with a single point of contact.
We are able to layer advanced targeting
options, such as demographic, geographic and
behavioral segments across any of the sites in
our networks, increasing the value of each
impression.
Our platform dynamically adjusts bids based on
both recency and frequency, and our learning
algorithm improves campaign performance with
each impression served.
In addition to smart bidding, we can implement
frequency caps, blacklist any sites your clients
want to avoid, and segment by day of week or
time of day, ensuring your clients' ads are seen
in the right places at the right times.
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400

Billion
Monthly
Impressions

Make every impression count

FOX

375

TM

network

Million
(Not an exhaustive list)

Monthly
Online Video
Impressions

502
Contextual
Verticals

INVENTORY
We’ll help your clients reach their ideal audience all over the web. We have access to all of the leading ad
networks and exchanges, including DoubleClick, RightMedia, and even the Facebook Exchange, Facebook’s
limited-access real-time bidding exchange. We can also serve pre- and post-roll video ads on the leading video
exchange networks including YouTube and BrightRoll.
We can serve on as many sites as your clients require, or we can limit ads to appear exclusively on premium
inventory.
All of our inventory is human-audited, ensuring that your clients' ads only appear on high-quality sites.
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Behavioral
Target anyone who’s been to your client’s
website, opened an email, engaged via
social media, made a purchase in the past,
or simply signed up for email updates.

TARGETING
Our precise targeting capabilities make it easy for your
clients to serve the right ads to the right users at the
right time. Depending on your individual clients’ needs,
we can customize a package of targeted ads based on
behavioral, demographic, geographic, interest and
contextual factors. We can even target down to the
device level.

Demographic & Geographic
Focus ads only on those who fit the right
demographic or location profile to serve
your client’s goals. We can target by
gender, age, income, as well as by country,
state, city, and even ZIP.
Contextual
Contextually-focused ads mean your
client’s ads will only appear on sites highly
relevant to their audience.
Interest
Help your clients focus on an audience
that has specifically demonstrated interest
in your client’s industry or purchase intent
for your client’s products.

Turning page views into profits

semantic advertising solutions

a Neustar service

Lookalike Modeling
Use advanced lookalike modeling to find
new, highly relevant audiences with similar
characteristics to your client’s existing
customer base.
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CREATIVE
We can serve standard, Flash, expandable, video, rich media
or mobile video ads across our vast inventory network.

Mobile Banners

poll

social feed

contact us

Which do you prefer?
Polls
Digital Video
Latest Tweets
Social Media

Submit

Rich Media Creatives

Your video will begin in 3 sec...

Pre-roll & Post-roll Banners

Dynamic Banners

CREATIVE SERVICES
Our in-house banner design studio can create custom
banners to suit your clients’ every need. Our designers are
experts at creating memorable and engaging ad units in
either static or Flash formats.
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ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT
All of our agency campaigns receive support from our
experienced team of account managers and ad operations
specialists, ensuring that each and every campaign is fully
optimized and operating at its highest potential.
You will always have a single point of contact, one person who
you can call for questions, troubleshooting or changes to clients’
campaigns.

REPORTING
We customize our reports to meet your individual needs and
deliver them when you want them. We can provide you with
domain-level analysis, tracking links, creative breakdowns, and
reporting by day. We can also pass back revenue data and
customer IDs, and we support all major ad tags so you can track
campaign performance on your end.

Setup

Flight

Optimization

Reporting
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CLIENTS
Agencies we’ve worked with...

Brands we’ve worked with...
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CONTACT
www.retargeter.com
agencies@retargeter.com

(415) 529-4597

ReTargeter
33 New Montgomery St.
Suite 1150
San Francisco, CA 94105
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